Bristol & Bath
Overview

Bath and the surrounding area is brimming with things to
see and do. Designated by UNESCO as a World Heritage
Site, Bath presents some of the finest architectural sights
in Europe such as the Royal Crescent, the Circus and
Pulteney Bridge alongside a diverse collection of museums
and attractions including the Roman Baths, Jane Austen
Centre, No.1 Royal Crescent and Thermae Bath Spa.
Bath’s compact city centre offers irresistible shopping
and there are plenty of activities to enjoy in the surrounding
area for your delegates to enjoy.

Day 2

– Breakfast at leisure
– Full day site seeing tour of Bath including Royal 		
Crescent, The Circus, Pulteney Bridge and the beautiful
Bath Abbey – Lunch at The Francis Square Hotel
– Dinner at Bath Spa Hotel

Day 3

Itinerary

– Breakfast at leisure
– Full day visit of Bristol including Clifton Suspension
Bridge, Clifton Village, Bristol’s floating harbour,
St Nicholas Market, Park Street and The Bristol Museum
– Lunch at Bordeaux Quay, one of Bristol’s finest
restaurants on the edge of Bristol’s harbour
– Gala dinner at the iconic Bath Assembly Rooms 		
(minimum numbers apply)

Day 1

Day 4

Here is a brief introduction to our four day Bath and West
program.

– Meet and greet at UK airport
– Transfer by executive air conditioned bus to the
Roman city of Bath
– Private check-in followed by lunch at the beautiful
Pump Rooms, guests can choose from high tea or
a more traditional lunch
– Afternoon tour of the iconic Roman Baths with a
private guide
– Welcome dinner at one of Baths many fine dining 		
restaurants or gastro pubs
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– Breakfast at leisure
– Half day and lunch at the Thermae Bath Spa
– Transfer back to airport

Call Glow for a Bespoke Programme
T +44 (0) 845 308 8300

